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        The 54-foot-long homage to Jane Addams, Clara
Barton, Harriet Tubman, Chicago philanthropist Lucy
Flower and other female social reformers was
controversial for its allusions to child labor, the
abolition of slavery, women's suffrage and pacifism.
        Just one year after its completion in 1940, it was
ordered painted over by an all-male school board,
who deemed its content "subversive."
        "It was a mural of outstanding women painted
over by not-so-outstanding men,” said Barry
Bauman, founder of the Chicago Conservation
Center.

“Outstanding American Women” is one of 437
murals restored by the Chicago Conservation Center.

        The mural, by Works Progress Administration
artist Edward Millman, was all but forgotten until
Dorathy Williams, principal of Lucy Flower Career
Academy in Chicago, where it was painted, read
about the mural and decided to see if it could be
restored.  In 1995 she contacted the Chicago
Conservation Center, a private art restoration
laboratory, which was in the midst of launching what
would become the largest WPA-era mural restoration
program in the country.
        To date, this effort has restored over 400 heavily
damaged and hidden mural at the Chicago public

Schools, including WPA (1933-1943) and
Progressive Era (1904-1933) works from many
prominent artists.
        The outstanding-women mural is one of
Chicago’s two know “true frescoes” according to
Bauman, meaning murals that were painted onto wet
plaster and so became permanent when dry.
        Bauman developed a chemical process to swell
and soften the two layers of paint covering the mural,
and after hours of painstaking work with chemicals,
spatulas and other tools, the mural was uncovered bit
by bit.
        “You’re looking at this blank wall with white
paint, chipping away at it with a scalpel, and seeing
this mural take shape,” said Bauman, a former
associate conservator of paintings at the Art Institute
of Chicago.  “It was like a King Tut discovery every
day.”
        The mural conservation project was launched in
1994 when Flora Doody, a teacher at Lane Technical
High School, contacted the Chicago Conservation
Center for assistance in restoring one of the school’s
more than 60 murals, which were ripping, water
damaged and so covered with grime that their subject
matter could barely be discerned.

 “When I walked in and saw these things, it was
amazing,” said Doody, who started work as a special
education teacher at Lane Tech 18 years ago.  “And
no one seemed to know where they came from.  It
became a mission for me.”
        When Bauman visited Lane Tech, he was blown
away by the wealth of unrecognized murals, and
became inspired to hunt for lost and decrepit murals
throughout the school district.  He recruited
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Conservator Center vice president Heather Becker, a
painter herself, for the job.
        “I started pulling out old records and found there
were originally hundreds of murals in the school,”
said backer, who recently released a book about the
project, “Art for the People.”  “I started going around
to the original listed locations, and it turned into this
incredible treasure hunt.”
        Becker, Bauman and the Conservation Center
mural expert Margaret Nowosielka spent the next
five years testing the walls and searching the
basements, janitors’ closets and hallways of schools
for lost and filthy murals and seeking funding for a
massive restoration project.  They would find
surfaces like large cafeteria and auditorium walls that
appeared to be likely spot for murals, and chip off
pieces of paint to check.
        Some of the murals had been painted over or
tagged with graffiti.  Others had tears and severe
water damage.  “ And all them were covered with up
to 70 years worth of dirt and grime”, said Becker.
        They obtain funding from the city, the school
district and private donors, resulting in an eight-
years, $1.9 million effort that New Deal research
expert Francis O’Connor has called the biggest
restoration of WPA artworks in the United States.  So
far they have discovered and preserved 437 murals in
68 Chicago public schools.
        The majority of the murals were created under
the auspices of the Works Progress Administration
(WPA) between 1933 and 1943 and during the
Progressive Era from 1904 to 1933.  The collection
features works from nationally significant artists
including Edgar Britton, Millman and Rudolph
Weisenhorn, who was called “Chicago Picasso” for
his modernist style.
        The WPA was created by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt to provide work for millions of
unemployed American; in 1935 the Federal Art
Project became part of the WPA and created jobs
specifically for artists.
        In Keeping with the themes of the WPA, many
of the murals depict.  Americans hard at work – in
steel plants, cornfields, textile mills, turpentine
refineries. Others celebrate famous people, including

the mural honoring outstanding women, and homages
to Frederick Douglass and Frederic Chopin.
        “Mural painting has always been a form of
social communication,” said Becker.  “It’s linked
with a community’s history, politics and ideals.
These two eras were characterized by social reform,
cultural development and status of working men and
women.  Unlike anything before or since, these
government projects helped spawn an appreciation of
art.”
        Anna Eleanor Roosevelt, FDR’s granddaughter
and current director of community relations for
Boeing in Chicago, said she thinks her grandfather
would have been thrilled to see the restoration effort.
        “In 1932, when they attempted to bring the
nation back from its knees, they understood that it
needed more than jobs, it needed art as well,” she
said.  “The arts of the people were second nature to
them”.
        While the city of Chicago has put considerable
focus on the arts over the years, including the high-
profile 1999 Cows on Parade public art project, no
one is really sure why the murals were allowed to
degenerate and essentially disappear from the public
consciousness.
        “Once World War II happened the New Deal
programs were dismantled, and after that the mural
movement really lost momentum and visibility,” said
Becker.
        Mary Robinson, whose 96-years-ld mother,
Lucile Ward Robinson, was WPA artist, said her
mother hadn’t thought about her murals in years until
she heard her name on a TV segment talking about
restoration project.
        “She was very excited,” said Robinson.
“Suddenly they’re coming to life again, and being
used in lessons.  The children are very possessive of
these murals.  Anyone can relate to this kind of art.”
        Becker noted that the restoration project itself,
as well as the curricula based on the murals, are a
lesson in civic participation.
        “The WPA realized art could really bring people
together and foster social change.” Becker said.  “It’s
like we’re rediscovering that now in a very
serendipitous way.” �

Heather Becker, author and
vice president of the
Chicago Conservation
Center, in front of 1940
WPA murals by Lucile
Ward at Sawyer Elementary
School.


